A code C(n, k, d) defined over GF(q n ) is conventionally designed to encode a k-symbol user data into a codeword of length n, resulting in a fixed-rate coding. This paper proposes a coding procedure to derive a multiple-rate code from existing channel codes defined over a composite field GF(q n ). Formally, by viewing a symbol of GF(q n ) as an n-tuple over the base field GF(q), the proposed coding scheme employs children codes C1(n, 1), C2(n, 2), . . . , Cn(n, n) defined over GF(q) to encode user messages of arbitrary lengths and incorporates a variable-rate feature. In sequel, unlike the conventional block codes of length n, the derived multiple-rate code of fixed blocklength n (over GF(q n )) can be used to encode and decode user messages m (over GF(q)) of arbitrary lengths |m| = k, k + 1, . . . , kn, thereby supporting a range of information rates -inclusive of the code rates 1/n, 2/n, . . . , (k−1)/n, in addition to the existing code rate k/n. The proposed multiple-rate coding scheme is also equipped with a decoding strategy, wherein the identification of children encoded user messages of variable length are carried out through a simple procedure using orthogonal projectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
An error-correcting code C(n, k, d) defined over a finite field F q = GF(q) of q elements is a k-dimensional subspace of F n q comprising of q k q-ary codewords with the minimum Hamming distance being d. The information rate R of the code C which describes the efficiency with which information is transferred by a given coding scheme is usually defined as the ratio of log q |C| input (information) symbols to the coded (information plus redundant) n symbols. Consider the composite field GF(q n ) defined over GF(q), where q = p n for some prime p. The base field GF(q) over which the composite field is defined is called the ground field. The composite field GF(q n ) is in fact an extension field defined over the ground field GF(q).
Conventionally, a linear block code C(n, k) is designed to consider user messages of fixed k-symbol at a time and encode them into n symbols for transmission -resulting in a fixed-rate code. However, use of codes that can handle flexible rates are desired in the design of many practical errorcontrol coding systems. In wireless systems, where fading is very common, adaptive coded modulation technique is used to achieve robust and efficient communication [10] . In addition to adaptive coded modulation technique, automatic repeat-request protocol is also an integral part of modern wireless communication systems, wherein -depending on the channel conditions, the coder is required to retransmit a needed amount of redundancy to the receiver; consequently requiring channel codes that is flexible in terms of code rate and code blocklength. In such scenarios, it is desirable to employ codes with all possible rates of interest [11] , [12] . Recently, constructions of codes supporting wide range of rates received more attention [1] - [9] .
Motivated by the aforementioned issue, the present paper attempts to construct q n -ary error-correcting codes that efficiently encode and decode q-ary user messages of various lengths up to kn, simultaneously, with a common encoder and decoder. To facilitate this objective, a code C(n, k, d) defined over the composite field GF(q n ) termed as 'mother' code, and codes C 1 (n, 1), C 2 (n, 2), . . . , C n (n, n) defined over the ground field GF(q) termed as 'children' codes are considered.
Consider a message-block, of user symbols over GF(q), of length ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + · · · + ℓ k with ℓ i denoting the length of the i th segment of the message-block such that 1 ≤ ℓ i ≤ n. In order to facilitate variable-rate feature, each message-segment of length ℓ i is encoded using the child code C ℓi to obtain an nlength vector, and the resultant k encoded-message segments -considering each segment of n-length q-ary strings as a symbol/element in GF(q n ) -are further channel encoded by the mother code C.
In sequel, employing the proposed coding procedure, the longer data symbols at the output of source encoder can be broken up flexibly into blocks of k, and/or k+1, . . ., and/or kn q-ary symbols and then each block is encoded independently for transmission, which is in contrast to conventionally encoding messages of fixed block-size. Consequently, together with mother and children codes, the coding scheme determines a multiple-rate code that supports the variable code rates
retaining the constant code length n and distance d, where 1 ≤ ℓ i ≤ n. The procedure outlined above is in fact an extension to the multiple-rate coding procedure (using block error-correcting codes) introduced by the corresponding author in an earlier paper [26] .
Considering the composite field GF((p k ) n ), the constructed multiple-rate code of [26] supports the encoding and decoding of variable-length messages; though the coding scheme introduced enabled multiple-rate feature, the efficiency of the derived multiple-rate code is severely affected by having lower code rates R = 1 n 2 , 2 n 2 , . . . , k n 2 -rates even far lower than that of the mother and children codes involved. In contrast to this lower multiple code-rate support, the current paper finds an improvement over the multiple-rate coding scheme of [26] ; in that, by considering the composite field GF((p n ) n ), it derives a multiple-rate code that not only handles the encoding and decoding of user messages of arbitrary lengths, also provides the support of higher code rates R = k n 2 , k+1 n 2 , . . . , kn n 2 up to the fixed rates supported by the mother and children codes. In both the schemes, k is the dimension of the mother code. The mother and children codes, respectively called inner and outer codes, considered in this paper are chosen from the class of rank distance codes introduced by Gabidulin in 1985 [20] .
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the following section presents preliminaries which include basic definitions and notations to make this paper a self-contained one. Section III presents the main objective of the paper: a construction of codes supporting multiple rates along with a decoding strategy for the proposed multiple-rate coding scheme. An example of a multiple-rate code construction in support of the proposed coding scheme is given in section IV and finally, the paper is concluded in section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly summarizes some fundamentals of the class of rank distance codes from [20] and basic definition concerning the self-complementary bases of interest to this paper.
A. Rank Distance Codes
Most studies in the literature concerning the error-correcting codes are dealing with the Hamming metric introduced by Hamming [17] . However, in comparison to codes with Hamming metric, the rank metric introduced by E. M. Gabidulin [20] found to be an ideal metric as it recognizes well the linear dependence among the code symbols of the alphabet, especially when the symbols are from higher dimensional Galois field [13] . The rank metric codes have been well studied in terms of properties, bounds and decoding [14] , [15] , [16] .
The class of rank distance (RD) codes are defined as subspaces of an n-dimensional space [GF(q N )] n of n-vectors over an extension field GF(q N ), where n ≤ N . 
where g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ∈ GF(q N ) are linearly independent over GF(q). This paper considers the case when n = N .
B. Self-complementary bases
A normal basis of GF(q n ) over GF(q) is a basis of the form α, α q , . . . , α q n−1 for some α ∈ GF(q n ). Let {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n } be a normal basis in GF(q n ) with α i = α q i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then α q k i = α i+k for an integer k, where indices of α are reduced modulo n. It is known that every GF(q n ) has a normal basis over GF(q) [19] . Since {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n } being a normal basis, the set
where tr is the trace from GF(q n ) to GF(q) defined as tr(α) = α + α q + · · · + α q n−1 . A self-complementary basis exists in every extension GF(q n ) of GF(q) where q is even or both q and n are odd [21] . In this paper, self-complementary bases are used in defining generator matrices for the children codes.
Notations and abbreviations:
• While this paper refers a q-ary linear code C defined over the field F q = GF(q) with the parameters n, k and d as C(n, k, d) q or simply by C(n, k, d) throughout the article, the same is sometimes denoted by C(n, k) q or simply C(n, k) when the code is not required to perform error correction. • For arbitrary vectors a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ℓ1 ) ∈ F ℓ1
q , the concatenation of a and b is defined as the vector (a 1 , a 2 , . . . ,
q be arbitrary. It is known that F q ℓ 3 is isomorphic (as a vector space over F q ) to the vector space F ℓ3 q . Consequently, the vector (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c ℓ3 ) ∈ F ℓ3 q can be considered as an element of F q ℓ 3 . By abuse of notation, this paper uses the vector notation c also to represent the (isomorphic) element of F q ℓ 3 as an isomorphism c ↔ (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c ℓ3 ) where applicable.
III. MULTIPLE-RATE CODES
Consider the composite field GF(q n ) defined over the subfield GF(q) with q = p n . Let β be a root of a primitive polynomial of degree n over GF(q). Then GF(q n ) = {0, β, β 2 , . . . , β q n −1 }. In order to be able to perform field operations in the ground field GF(q), consider a primitive element α in GF(q) so that GF(q) = {0, α, α 2 , . . . , α q−1 }.
Define the mother code C(n, k, d) over GF(q n ) with the following generator matrix:
where {β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β n } is some basis in GF(q n ). Clearly, the k × n matrix G defines an C(n, k, d) MRD code. Further, in order to manage variable-length encoding of user messages, consider defining n children codes C i (n, i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n over the ground field GF(p n ) with the generator matrix G i :
The concept of a linear code C together with its dual C ⊥ having trivial intersection C ∩ C ⊥ = {0}, called as linear code with a complementary dual (abbreviated LCD), was first introduced by J. L. Massey in [22] . In 2004 [27] , it was discovered that certain class of MRD codes defined over GF(2 n ) are LCD codes [28] ; more recently, the result is extended to the case of MRD codes over GF(q n ): MRD codes generated by self-complementary basis in GF(q n ) are LCD codes [29] . Consequently, each MRD code C i (child code) defined by G i as above is an LCD code. By the very notion of LCD codes,
Further, a necessary and sufficient condition for a code C i defined by G i to be LCD is that G i G T i is non-singular [22] . LCD codes attracted researchers due to their recent application in the study of side-channel attack [25] . These class of (rank distance) codes with complementary duals enjoy having a built-in projection-like structure through what is known as orthogonal projector, denoted by Π Ci . The projector is in fact a linear mapping Π Ci :
Orthogonal projector associated with C ⊥ i can also be defined. These projectors play a crucial role in the decoding of children-encoded user messages of variable lengths. The family of mother and children codes defined as above can be used to encode and decode q-ary user messages of lengths from k to kn simultaneously; the procedure is explained in the following subsections.
A. Encoding
For 1 ≤ ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , . . . , ℓ k ≤ n, consider m = (m 1ℓ1 , m 2ℓ2 , . . . , m kℓ k ) ∈ [GF(q)] ℓ1 × [GF(q)] ℓ2 × · · · × [GF(q)] ℓ k as the actual p n -ary message-block, of length ℓ = ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + · · · + ℓ k , that is to be transmitted over the noisy q nary channel, where m iℓi = (m i1 , m i2 , . . . , m iℓi ) ∈ [GF(q)] ℓi and ℓ = k, k + 1, . . . , kn.
For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, encode the i th message-segment m iℓi (of the user message-block m) of length ℓ i using the child code C ℓi (n, ℓ i ) to obtain an n-length vector m ′ in (say). Then, by considering a vector (m ′ i1 , m ′ i2 , . . . , m ′ in ) in [GF(q)] n also as a symbol element m ′ in in GF(q n ), one obtains the k-length children-encoded vector-block m ′ = (m ′ 1n , m ′ 2n , . . . , m ′ kn ) ∈ [GF(q n )] k . The complementary-dual property of the children codes considered plays an important role in the decoding of user messages of different lengths; in that, the orthogonal projectors will be used to recover m iℓi from m ′ in . Further, in order for the coder to handle multiple rates efficiently, an element β ′ ℓi ∈ GF(q n ) is added to (the i th children encoded-segment) m ′ in ∈ GF(q n ) -resulting in an element m ′′ in of GF(q n ):
. Note that β ′ ℓi is purposefully added to the m ′ in that was previously encoded by the child code C ℓi (n, ℓ i ) as m ′ in ↔ m iℓi G ℓi ; this padding of β ′ ℓi to m ′ in helps the decoder to identify the correct child code C ℓi (n, ℓ i ) that is used for encoding, which will be discussed shortly.
. . , m ′′ kn ). Clearly, m ′′ ∈ [GF(q n )] k . Finally, the resultant k-length vector m ′′ is channel encoded conventionally by the mother code C(n, k, d) through G to obtain an n-length q n -ary codeword c for transmission. Assume that the fixed element β ′ ℓi is known both at the encoder and decoder.
The multiple-rate encoding procedure presented above comprised of n + 1 codes -a mother code over the 'bigger' composite field and n children codes over the 'smaller' ground field. It actually consists of inner-and outer-encodings that can be described by three mappings as discussed below. Firstly, the outer-encoding is carried out by k (out of n children to operate on k blocks) children codes, which encode q-ary messages of length ℓ i into codewords of length n; this results in k n-tuples over GF(q). This outer-encoding by the children codes is described by the mapping E i : [GF(q)] ℓi → C ℓi given by m iℓi → m ′ in . Noting that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of the fields [GF(q)] n and GF(q n ), n-tuples of C ℓi ⊆ [GF(q)] n are mapped as symbols of GF(q n ) through the bijection g : [GF(q)] n → GF(q n ). Finally, the inner encoder C channel encodes the respective coded-symbols of length k conventionally into a codeword of length n over GF(q n ) for transmission; this innerencoding is specified by E :
B. Decoding
Assume that an n-length vector r = c + e over GF(q n ) is received when c ∈ C was transmitted. The receiver then employs the decoding technique associated with the mother code C(n, k, d) to r -decoding conventionally. As long as the rank of the error-vector e is less than or equal to ⌊ d−1 2 ⌋, the decoder outputs the k-length vector m ′′ = (m ′′ 1n , m ′′ 2n , . . . , m ′′ kn ). The problem now for the receiver is to recover the actual ℓ-length message m from the k-length vector m ′′ .
Recall that m ′′
The recovery of variable-length message-segments m 1ℓ1 , m 2ℓ2 , . . . , m kℓ k is carried out in two stages: in the first stage, the fixed element β ′ ℓi is identified (and hence the child code C ℓi ) to obtain m ′ in from m ′′ in ; secondly, the receiver uses the orthogonal projector associated with the child code C ℓi to recover the i th message-segment m iℓi from m ′ in as detailed below.
For ℓ i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1: (for fixed i)
As long as m
in ∈ C ℓi and m (2) in = 0 (an n-length zero-vector), upon decoding the n-length vector m (1) in by the child code C ℓi (n, ℓ i ), the decoder outputs the actual message vector m iℓi (this second decoding by the child code C ℓi can be avoided if G ℓi is in standard form). On the other hand, when the conditions are not met during the search till ℓ i = n − 1, the length ℓ i of the user message m iℓi must be n in this case and m ′ in should be m
The user message m iℓi can then be retrieved from m ′ in (this second decoding by the child code C n can be avoided if G n is in standard form). In this way, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, the i th message-segment m iℓi (of length ℓ i ) is recovered from the children-encoded message m ′ in (of length n) to obtain the actual ℓ-length message-block
In summary, the information symbols of various lengths are subsequently channel encoded by the respective children and mother codes. In addition to the conventional decoding by the mother code, the associated decoding procedure presented employs orthogonal projectors in the recovery of k messagesegments from the mother-decoded vector. Eventually, the mother code is designed along with the children codes to support multiple rates. Consequently, the derived code, termed as the multiple-rate MRD code and denoted by C MR (n, {k, k+ 1, . . . , kn} q , d}), facilitates transmission of user messages of arbitrary lengths ℓ over GF(q) at rates R = log q n |CMR| n = log q n (q ℓ ) n = log q (q ℓ ) n 2 = ℓ n 2 , where ℓ = ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 + · · · + ℓ k . Since ℓ = k, k + 1, . . . , n, n + 1, . . . , 2n, 2n + 1, . . . , kn, we have R = k n 2 , k+1 n 2 , . . . , kn n 2 .
By the very construction of the multiple-rate code C MR , its encoder can be described by the systematic encoding map: while a q n -ary C(n, k, d)-code is given by an injective map E ′ : [GF(q n )] k → [GF(q n )] n from the q n -ary symbols of length k to q n -ary symbols of length n, the derived code C MR has an associated encoding map E ′′ : [GF(q)] ℓ → [GF(q n )] n from the q-ary strings of length ℓ to q n -ary symbols of length n. Unlike the traditional fixed-rate coding schemes, in the proposed coding scheme, the q-ary information symbols of arbitrary blocklength (from k to kn) is encoded twice in two stages -first by the respective child/outer code encoding in k segments and the subsequent encoding of the resultant k-length vector (over GF(q n )) followed by the mother/inner code -to allow room for multiple-rate transmission over the noisy channel. In that, as opposed to the fixed-rate codes, the proposed multiple-rate code allows the message alphabets for the user information symbols of length ℓ to be from across the 'smaller' ground field GF(q) and the 'bigger' composite field GF(q n ). In a sense, the proposed coding procedure generalizes the conventional coding procedure of fixed k/n-rate coding and constructs codes operating at rates up to k/n. The mother code and n children (LCD) codes considered in this paper can be any linear error-correcting codes defined respectively over the composite field GF(q n ) and GF(q), not necessarily MRD codes -they are merely used to facilitate the presentation of the proposed multiple-rate coding procedure; however, the LCDproperty for the children codes and the padding of distinct elements to the children-encoded vectors are essential for the proposed (multiple-rate) decoding strategy.
IV. AN EXAMPLE
Consider q = 2 3 , k = 1, and n = 3. Let β ∈ GF(8 3 ) be a root of the primitive polynomial x 3 + x+ α over GF (8) , where α is a primitive element in GF(2 3 ) satisfying α 3 + α + 1 = 0 [24] . Consider the 'mother' MRD code C(3, 1, 3) 8 3 with the following generator matrix:
where β is a primitive element in GF(8 3 ). Generator matrices for 'children' MRD codes C 1 (3, 1) 2 3 , C 2 (3, 2) 2 3 and C 3 (3, 3) 2 3 along with their associated orthogonal projectors:
The parity-check matrix H i associated with the generator matrix G i and the orthogonal projector Π C ⊥ i of the dual code C i (i = 1, 2, 3) are obtained as
In what follows, the proposed multiple-rate encoding and decoding of variablelength messages are demonstrated in different cases.
Encoding
Since k = 1, we have 1 ≤ ℓ 1 ≤ 3 so that message m = (m 1ℓ1 ) ∈ [GF(q)] ℓ1 of length ℓ = ℓ 1 = 1 or 2 or 3 can be encoded for transmission over the 8 3 -ary channel.
(i) For ℓ 1 = 1: consider m = (m 11 ) = (α). The q-ary message m 11 is encoded by the child code C 1 (3, 1) 2 3 and m ′ 13 is obtained as follows: Consequently, m ′ 13 is obtained as follows:
By employing the mother code C(3, 1, 3) 8 3 , the transmitted codeword c j (for fixed j) can be recovered from a received vector r = c j + e, as long as the error-vector e is of rank at most 1. After retrieving the transmitted codeword c j and hence the message m ′′ 13 , the receiver then employs the orthogonal projectors and recovers the actual user message m 1ℓ1 of length ℓ 1 from m ′′ 13 (1 ≤ ℓ 1 ≤ 3) as discussed below (all three cases).
(i) Recovering m 11 from c 1 :
13 . As the conditions are met at ℓ 1 = 1, the child code C 1 (3, 1) 8 is employed on m (1) 13 to recover m 11 = (α) and consequently, m = (m 11 ) = (α).
(ii) Recovering m 12 from c 2 : 13 . In this case, conditions are met at ℓ 1 = 2 so that the child code C 2 (3, 2) 8 is used and m 12 = (α, 0) is recovered from m (1) 13 and hence m = (m 12 ) = (α, 0). Remark: Observe the coding for the two cases of variablelength messages m = (m 11 ) = (α) and m = (m 12 ) = (α, 0). Though the message-segments were encoded with different children codes, it resulted in the same codeword m 11 G 1 = m 12 G 2 = α 4 , 1, α 6 . We emphasize that the decoder would not be able to decode the original message transmitted unless the addition of distinctly chosen elements β ′ 1 , β ′ 2 , . . . , β ′ n from the composite field is employed during the encoding stage, as it is evident from the decoding of α 4 , 1, α 6 into the respective user messages m 11 = (α) and m 12 = (α, 0).
(iii) Recovering m 13 from c 3 :
where β 305 ↔ α 5 , α 2 , α 5 = m The above example demonstrates the proposed multiple-rate encoding and decoding procedure for C MR (3, {1, 2, 3} 8 , 3) in encoding and decoding of messages of different lengths (ℓ = 1, 2, 3). If in case, a 2-dimensional 'mother' code C(3, 2, 2) 8 3 defined by G = 1 β β 2 1 β 8 β 16
is employed along with the 'children' codes C 1 (3, 1) 2 3 , C 2 (3, 2) 2 3 and C 3 (3, 3) 2 3 , we will have 1 ≤ ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ≤ 3, so that the multiple-rate code C MR (3, {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 8 , 2) can be used to encode and decode user messages m = (m 1ℓ1 , m 2ℓ2 ) ∈ [GF(q)] ℓ1 ×[GF(q)] ℓ2 of length ℓ = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 for transmission over a 8 3 -ary noiseless channel.
V. CONCLUSION
Data transmissions over the communication systems often demand codes with variable code rates. To address this issue, this paper proposes a coding scheme that employs existing error-correcting codes and enables variable-rate coding; in that, codes that can efficiently encode and decode variablelength message segments while retaining a constant code length are considered. In fact, it considers an existing fixed k/n-rate error-correcting code over a composite field and employs n children codes of different rates 1/n, 2/n, . . . , n/n (defined over the ground field) to encode and decode user messages of variable block size. Employing the combination of mother and children codes, the proposed scheme derives a multiple-rate code which simultaneously encodes and decodes information symbols over GF(q) of various lengths ranging from k to kn, enabling multiple-rate feature. Decoding of coded messages of different lengths are carried out by use of orthogonal projectors of children codes. Further construction of multiple-rate codes handling variable-length codeword sets, in addition to the support of variable message-length, is under consideration by the authors.
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